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Minutes of the 7th meeting of Empowered Committee (EC) on ‘TRADE INFRASTRUCTURE FOR EXPORT SCHEME (TIES)’ for Financial Year 2018-19 under the chairmanship of Commerce Secretary, Department of Commerce held on 20.12.2018 (Monday) at 03.30 PM in Room No 141, Udyog Bhawan, New Delhi.

1. A meeting of the 7th meeting of Empowered Committee on ‘TRADE INFRASTRUCTURE FOR EXPORT SCHEME (TIES)’ for Financial Year 2018-19 was held under the chairmanship of Commerce Secretary, Department of Commerce on 20.12.2018 (Monday) at 03.30pm in Room No 141, Udyog Bhawan, New Delhi. The list of participants is annexed.

2. The proposals received from implementing agencies under Trade Infrastructure for Export Scheme funding were appraised and presented by the Project Monitoring Agency (PMA) before the Empowered Committee. The deliberation of the Committee were as follows: -

3. Agenda Item No. 1

Sl No. 1

Implementing Agency (IA) / Project Details – Andhra Pradesh MedTech Zone

Proposal – Setting up of EMI/EMC Lab & Electrical Safety Testing Facility, Biomaterials Testing Facility, 3D Design & Rapid Prototyping & Centre for Gamma Irradiation (Release of 3rd instalment)

Total Project Cost – Rs. 168.86 crore

Release of 3rd instalment sought – Rs 9 crore

3.1. The Project Monitoring Agency apprised that the proposal was approved in 1st Empowered Committee Meeting held on 09/06/2017 for total Trade Infrastructure for Export Scheme share of Rs 40 Cr. Subsequently, Rs 4 Cr and Rs 9 Cr has been released as instalment amounts to Andhra Pradesh MedTech Zone. Andhra Pradesh MedTech Zone has utilized Rs 13 crore released as 1st and 2nd instalment under Trade Infrastructure for Export Scheme and has submitted Utilization Certificates for the same. The Project Monitoring Agency further mentioned that the site visit was conducted on 07/12/2018. The Project Monitoring Agency apprised that during the site visit the project was almost complete and according to the status provided by the Implementing Agency on 15/12/2018, civil work progress on three out of the four labs was completed and 93% of the work on Centre of Gamma Irradiation Lab was completed. The Project Monitoring Agency further mentioned that they have inaugurated the project on 13/12/2018.
3.2. Commerce Secretary, Department of Commerce enquired regarding any third party quality checks being done by the Implementing Agency. Shri Ramakrishnan N, representative of Andhra Pradesh MedTech Zone mentioned that they have appointed a third party Project Monitoring Consultancy, M/s Voyants Solution Pvt Ltd who ensure quality checks are being done. The Project Monitoring Agency mentioned that during the site visits, they ensure there is a third party monitoring agency who is signing off on all the works.

3.3. The Project Monitoring Agency further mentioned that laboratory tests were being conducted for various civil items such as coarse aggregate, sand, fly ash bricks and mix design material and NCR Register is being followed at site to capture any quality deviation.

3.4. The Project Monitoring Agency apprised that Rs 44.14 Cr of Andhra Pradesh MedTech Zone’s funds and Rs 13 Cr of Trade Infrastructure for Export Scheme funds have been used till date on the proposal and hence they are eligible for the next instalment of Rs 9 Cr.

3.5. After deliberations, the proposal for release of 3rd instalment of Rs 9 Cr to Andhra Pradesh MedTech Zone was approved by the EC.

4. Agenda Item No. 1

Sl. No 2

Implementing Agency (IA) / Project Details – Coffee Board

Proposal – Establishment of Laboratory Infrastructure for Coffee Quality and Export Certification

Total Project Cost – Rs. 11.4 crore

Release of 2nd instalment sought – Rs 2.85 crore

4.1. Project Monitoring Agency apprised that the proposal was approved in 3rd Empowered Committee Meeting held on 19/12/2017 for total Trade Infrastructure for Export Scheme share of Rs 5.7 Cr. Subsequently, Rs 2.85 Cr has been released as instalment amount to Coffee Board. Project Monitoring Agency apprised that Coffee Board has utilized Rs 2.85 crore released as 1st instalment under Trade Infrastructure for Export Scheme as per the updated status provided on 18/12/2017 but has not submitted Utilization Certificate for the same. Project Monitoring Agency further mentioned that out of Coffee Board’s pari-passu contribution of Rs 2.85 Cr, they have utilized Rs 1.71 Cr and still Rs 1.14 Cr remains unutilized. The Project Monitoring Agency further mentioned that the site visit was conducted on 07/12/2018. During the site visit conducted, Coffee Board had utilized Rs 0.56 Cr of funds and completed works of Barista Lab.
4.2. Project Monitoring Agency apprised that discussions with Coffee Board reveals that about Rs 3.2 Cr worth of equipment tenders is due this month and they are expecting to utilize the funds for this purpose and hence pari-passu contribution will be ensured. Commerce Secretary enquired regarding the total amount of funds that will be utilized after the tendering of the equipment is completed. Shri K Basavaraj, representative of Coffee Board mentioned that after the tendering of equipment is completed the funds from Coffee Board’s contribution will exceed Rs 6 Cr.

4.3. After deliberations, the proposal for release of 2nd instalment of Rs 2.85 Cr to Coffee Board was approved by the EC.

5. Agenda Item No. 2

Sl. No. 1

Implementing Agency (IA) / Project Details - Manipur Industrial Development Corporation (MANIDCO)

Proposal - Establishment of Main Exhibition Building (Phase II) at Trade cum Permanent Exhibition Centre

Total Project Cost – Rs. 15.86 Cr
TIES share requested – Rs 12.69 Cr
Manipur Industrial Development Corporation (own resources) – Rs 3.17 Cr

5.1. Project Monitoring Agency apprised that the project was deferred in the 6th Empowered Committee Meeting held on 15/10/2018 pending following action on the proposal:

- Completion Certificate of Phase-I of Trade cum Exhibition Centre which was approved under ASIDE

- Site visit of Project Monitoring Agency assessing whether the Phase-I has been completed

- Vetting of the proposal by India Trade Promotion Organization

5.2. Project Monitoring Agency mentioned that Manipur Industrial Development Corporation has provided the Completion Certificate for Phase-I of the project and has also provided Utilization Certificate for the instalments provided under ASIDE for the Phase-I of the project. Project Monitoring Agency mentioned that the site visit was conducted on 26/11/2018 and it was assessed that the Phase-I of the project is complete as per the specifications provided in the Detailed Project Report of Phase-I. With regard to vetting of the proposal by ITPO, Shri S.R.Sahoo, representative of India Trade Promotion Organization,
informed that they do not have the expertise for technical vetting of the proposal but from a functionality perspective there is a requirement.

5.3 Project Monitoring Agency mentioned that the Phase-II construction will be adding of levels above the Phase-I already constructed. Project Monitoring Agency further mentioned that the Phase-I of the project is functional and exhibitions have already been conducted since last year. Commerce Secretary further enquired whether there is a requirement of a Phase-II and whether Phase-I is completely utilized. Shri S.I.Sharma, representative of Manipur Industrial Development Corporation, mentioned that the Phase-I is being utilized and there is a requirement of Phase-II because of Sangai festival that happens every year. Shri S.I.Sharma mentioned that lot of foreign representatives attend the Sangai Festival and there is a constraint on space currently available in Phase-I. Joint Secretary (NMT) mentioned that proper water management facilities have to be developed for Phase-I. Joint Secretary (PB) mentioned that he has visited the premises and proper levelling and water management facilities has been completed.

5.4 Commerce Secretary mentioned that all projects should have an independent third party agency to monitor the project construction and ensure proper quality. Commerce Secretary further enquired regarding the revenue model for the facility. Project Monitoring Agency apprised that the user charges provided by the Manipur Industrial Development Corporation indicates that they will be charging two to three times lesser than the current prices being charged by the hotels in Imphal.

5.5 After deliberations, the Empowered Committee approved the proposal for Rs 11.26 Cr and release of 1st instalment of Rs 5.63 Cr.

6. Agenda Item No. 2
Sl.No 2

Implementing Agency (IA) / Project Details – Jharkhand Industrial Infrastructure Development Corporation

Proposal – Construction of World Trade Centre Ranchi

Total Project Cost – Rs. 44.60 Cr
• TIES share requested – 20 Cr
• Jharkhand Industrial Infrastructure Development Corporation (own resources) – Rs 24.6Cr

6.1 Project Monitoring Agency apprised that the project was deferred in the 6th Empowered Committee Meeting held on 15/10/2018 pending following actions on the proposal:
• How the proposed World Trade Centre will complement the upcoming convention centre
• Submission of architecture designs
• Revised Operations and Maintenance
• PERT Chart
• Export Linkages

6.2. Project Monitoring Agency apprised that Jharkhand Industrial Infrastructure Development Corporation has submitted the documents that was suggested in the 6th Empowered Committee meeting. Project Monitoring Agency further informed that the components common with the upcoming convention centre has been removed from the proposed project and hence revised estimates has decreased the total project cost from Rs 79 Cr to Rs 44.60 Cr. Project Monitoring Agency informed that the proposed centre will have permanent exhibition halls, incubation cells, space for NABL Accredited Testing Lab and will house offices for export bodies such as Agricultural and Processed Food Exports Development Authority, Federation of Indian Export Organization etc.

6.3. Commerce Secretary sought comments from India Trade Promotion Organization. Shri S.R.Sahoo, representative of India Trade Promotion Organization, informed that they have vetted the proposal from the functionality perspective and that there is a requirement of a trade centre at Ranchi. Commerce Secretary enquired whether the proposed centre will be a self-sustainable. Shri S.R.Sahoo further informed that the proposed centre will be utilized and it will be self-sustainable.

6.4. Additional Secretary (SC) enquired whether the export bodies have given their concurrence for architectural designs and the offices are as per their requirement. Shri Neyaz Ahmed, representative of Jharkhand Industrial Infrastructure Development Corporation, mentioned that they have engaged architectural consultants who have made the designs as per the specifications provided in the bylaws of the export bodies.

6.5. After deliberations, the Empowered Committee approved the proposal in-principle for Rs 19.61 Cr and release of instalment of Rs 9.8 Cr subject to:

• Subject to the consent of export bodies such as Agricultural and Processed Food Exports Development Authority, Federation of Indian Export Organization and DGFT for utilizing the facility.
7. **Agenda Item No. 3**

**Sl. No 1**

**Implementing Agency (IA) / Project Details** – Council of Scientific and Industrial Research – National Physical Laboratory

**Proposal** – Development of Indian Certified Reference Material – Bharatiya Nirdeshak Dravyas

**Total Project Cost** – Rs. 32.55 Cr
- TIES share requested – Rs 16.27 Cr
- CSIR-NPL (Own resources) – Rs. 16.27 Cr

7.1 Project Monitoring Agency apprised that National Physical Laboratory of Council of Scientific and Industrial Research is the National Measurement Institute of the country. Project Monitoring Agency further informed that currently Certified Reference Materials are imported from foreign countries such as USA etc. and the value of imports for such materials is more than Rs 100 Cr. Project Monitoring Agency further informed that the Certified Reference Materials will be used across India by various testing labs from Export Inspection Council, NABL certified labs etc. and hence would save significant foreign exchange for the country.

7.2 Project Monitoring Agency mentioned that Council of Scientific and Industrial Research – National Physical Laboratory has already signed Memorandum of Understanding with various Reference Material Producers such as Hindustan Petroleum Corporation Limited, National Council for Cement and Building Materials etc. and have started producing some of the Certified Reference Materials.

7.3 Commerce Secretary enquired whether there is any such other facility in India. Shri R.P.Pant, representative of Council of Scientific and Industrial Research – National Physical Laboratory mentioned they are the apex body and there is no such facility in India. Shri R.P.Pant further informed that Ministry of Commerce had sent a delegation from Council of Scientific and Industrial Research – National Physical Laboratory to USA to research more on how India can produce these Certified Reference Materials rather than importing it. Shri R.P.Pant further informed that recently they had issued Certified Reference Material for pure Gold and other precious metals in association with India Government MINT, Mumbai.

7.4 Commerce Secretary enquired whether there is any civil work included in the project. Project Monitoring Agency informed that there is renovation work involved and most of the project cost is for purchase of equipments. Additional Secretary (SC) enquired whether there will be any reduction in charges for the exporters. Shri R.P.Pant informed that there has been a significant reduction in prices of gold purchased from India Government MINT by traders.
due to the certified value issued by Council of Scientific and Industrial Research – National Physical Laboratory and there will be substantial reduction in cost of the certified reference material.

7.5. After deliberations, the Empowered Committee approved the proposal for Rs 16.27 Cr and release of 1st instalment of Rs 8 Cr by EC.

8. **Agenda Item No. 3**

**Sl. No 2**

**Implementing Agency (IA) / Project Details** – Gems and Jewellery Export Promotion Council (GJEPC)

**Proposal** – Establishing Advanced Testing Facilities for Gemstones, Pearls and Diamonds in Jaipur

**Total Project Cost** – Rs. 5.44 Cr
- TIES share requested – Rs 2.72 Cr
- Gems and Jewellery Export Promotion Council (Own resources) – Rs 2.72 Cr

8.1. Project Monitoring Agency apprised that proposed testing laboratory will comprise of advanced state-of-the-art equipment for testing and certification of coloured gemstones, pearls and diamonds. Project Monitoring Agency further informed that currently exporters send their products to international laboratories primarily based in Switzerland, Thailand and United States of America and exporters face increased costs and turnaround time due to lack of such facility in our country.

8.2. Shri K.K. Duggal, representative of Gem and Jewellery Export Promotion Council, informed that there is a vast difference in prices of raw gems and pearls imported from various countries and traders face an issue in determining the origin. The proposed facility will issue Certificate of Origin for raw gems, pearls and diamond being imported from other countries.

8.3. Commerce Secretary enquired whether there is any civil work involved and whether the proposal is vetted. Project Monitoring Agency informed that there is no civil work involved and for the equipment to be purchased quotations from suppliers have been provided. Commerce Secretary enquired whether there is any market for such a facility and whether capacity will be utilized if this facility is created. Project Monitoring Agency apprised that exporters have provided their commitment letters for utilizing such a facility.

8.4. Shri K.K. Duggal requested whether the Empowered Committee can sanction the entire requested share in one instalment so that the laboratory can be started as soon as possible.
It was also mentioned, subsequent to this initial investment, the project could be self-sustaining and third party inspections would be carried out.

8.5. After deliberations, the Empowered Committee approved the proposal for Rs 2.72 Cr and release of total amount of Rs 2.72 Cr.

9. **Agenda Item No. 3**

*Sl. No 3*

**Implementing Agency (IA) / Project Details** – Rajasthan Small Industries Corporation

**Proposal** – Upgradation/Modernization of Air Cargo Complex, Jaipur

**Total Project Cost** – Rs. 69.62 lakhs

- TIES share requested – Rs 34.81 lakhs
- Rajasthan Small Industries Corporation (Own resources) – Rs 34.81 lakhs

9.1. Project Monitoring Agency apprised that proposed project is for procurement of equipment for modernization of security equipment i.e. X-ray baggage scanner and Explosive Tracing Detector (ETD) Machine at Air Cargo Complex, Jaipur. Project Monitoring Agency further informed that Bureau of Civil Aviation Security has laid down specifications in which dual generator with dual view image machine is required and both the machines will provide the required security to Air Cargo and help in safe and fast clearance of EXIM cargo.

9.2. The representative of Airport Authority of India Shri B.K. Mehrotra, informed that as per mandatory requirements of Bureau of Civil Aviation and Security, these equipments are required at the airport.

9.3. After deliberations, the Empowered Committee approved the proposal for Rs 69.62 lakhs and release of total funds of Rs 34.81 lakh.

10. **Agenda Item No. 4**

*Sl. No 1*

**Implementing Agency (IA) / Project Details** – Chandigarh International Airport Limited

**Proposal** – Setting up of Centre for Perishable Cargo at Chandigarh International Airport
Total Project Cost – Rs. 11.99 Cr
- TIES share requested – Rs 5.63 Cr
- Chandigarh International Airport Limited (Own resources) – Rs 6.35 Cr

10.1. Project Monitoring Agency apprised that the proposal was given in-principle approval for Rs 1.89 Cr subject to submission of user charges with or without grant and third party civil vetting. Project Monitoring Agency further informed that they have fulfilled the above conditions and since they are eligible for 50% grant hence have requested maximum possible grant amount of Rs 5.63 Cr.

10.2. Commerce Secretary enquired whether the project cost has been revised. Shri Rakesh Dembla, representative of CHIAL, mentioned that the project cost has not been revised and since they had inadvertently asked for lower amount in the 6th Empowered Committee meeting, they are requesting full eligible TIES assistance for the project.

10.3. After deliberations, the Empowered Committee approved the proposal for Rs 5.63 Cr TIES assistance and approved the release of Rs 2.81 Cr.

11. The meeting ended with the vote thanks to the chair.
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